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Abstract: As corona virus disease (COVID-19) is still an ongoing global
outbreak, countries around the world continue to take precautions and measures to control the spread of the pandemic. Because of the excessive number
of infected patients and the resulting deficiency of testing kits in hospitals,
a rapid, reliable, and automatic detection of COVID-19 is in extreme need
to curb the number of infections. By analyzing the COVID-19 chest X-ray
images, a novel metaheuristic approach is proposed based on hybrid dipper
throated and particle swarm optimizers. The lung region was segmented from
the original chest X-ray images and augmented using various transformation
operations. Furthermore, the augmented images were fed into the VGG19
deep network for feature extraction. On the other hand, a feature selection
method is proposed to select the most significant features that can boost
the classification results. Finally, the selected features were input into an
optimized neural network for detection. The neural network is optimized
using the proposed hybrid optimizer. The experimental results showed that
the proposed method achieved 99.88% accuracy, outperforming the existing
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COVID-19 detection models. In addition, a deep statistical analysis is performed to study the performance and stability of the proposed optimizer. The
results confirm the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed approach.
Keywords: Covid-19; feature selection; dipper throated optimization; particle
swarm optimization; deep learning

1 Introduction

Corona virus disease (COVID-19) has swept the globe, resulting in millions of confirmed cases and
millions of fatalities in 192 nations and territories [1]. Because of its extended incubation time and lack
of visible early symptoms, it is easy to miss the ideal treatment window, which, along with its highly
infectious nature, resulted in a large-scale pandemic. COVID-19 must be diagnosed as soon as possible
to prevent the disease from spreading. The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), which identifies viral
nucleic acid to determine whether the tester is infected, is a frequently used method for COVID-19
detection. However, employing nasopharyngeal and throat swabs, which might be impacted by low
viral load and sampling problems, this approach may provide low accuracy [2].
Screening using Chest computed tomography (CT) performed better than PCR in terms of
sensitivity and accuracy at the time of initial patient presentation. However, as the number of patients
suspected of having COVID-19 increased, the limited CT capacity became even more overwhelmed.
As a result, the chest X-ray (CXR) is increasingly important in identifying COVID-19 characteristics.
However, the early chest X-ray results are less accurate than PCR [3]. The sensitivity and accuracy of
CXR-based COVID-19 detection have grown to a high level as a result of the accumulation of staff
experience, and it has shown to be a helpful instrument for detecting COVID-19 instances. More and
more researchers are focusing on machine learning-based supplementary diagnostic technologies.
According to previous publications, the field of COVID-19 detection is primarily focusing on the
classification of raw chest X-ray images using classic machine learning methods. However, authors in
[4] could classify lung infection resulting from COVID-19 based on portable CXR and AI imaging
analysis tools. The authors employed classifiers including K-nearest classifier (KNN), CART (DT),
XGB-Tree, XGB-L, and Naive Bayes in their study to introduce five supervised machine learning
models for COVID-19 CXR image categorization. The combined classifier obtained 79.52% accuracy
on multi-class classification, according to the results of the experiments. Authors in [5] reviewed
many cardiovascular uses of machine learning models and their prospective applicability to COVID19 infection cardiovascular diagnosis and therapy. The authors investigated the risk stratification
tools and COVID-19 early detection. They discovered that machine learning methods could enable a
software solution application to assess vast volumes of training data and generate predictions without
previous programming. Machine learning algorithms can swiftly give answers to novel issues with
unique obstacles, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, by analyzing vast amounts of training data and
identifying linkages that may have been ignored previously.
There have been several achievements in COVID-19 detection thanks to the deep convolution
neural network method’s unique advantage in image processing. Authors in [6] proposed a method
for COVID-19 diagnosis using a patch-based convolutional neural networks (CNN) with a small
set of parameters to be trained. This method is based on analyzing CXR radiographs statistically.
They also presented a training of a limited set of training samples using a deep neural network for
COVID-19 CXR image analysis. The authors investigated the imaging biomarkers seen in CXR images
and developed a network for the categorization of random patch cropping. The suggested approach
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accurately represents radiological findings according to the results of the experiments. Authors [7]
developed an automated COVID-19 identification approach based on raw chest X-ray images. The
authors classified COVID-19 images into multi-classes (COVID-19, Pneumonia, Normal) and binary
classes (COVID-19 or Normal) using you-only-look-once (YOLO) and DarkNet architectures. The
number of convolutional layers was 17 in the approach developed by the authors with varied filtering
on each layer. It may be used to help radiologists validate their first screening results. The suggested
technique has a multi-class accuracy of 87.02% and binary class accuracy of 98.08%. A chest X-ray
image analysis and classification model based on ResNet-50 was presented by the authors in [8].
The authors first evaluated the COVID-19 photos to identify the sick people in the X-ray images
of the chest, after which they classified them using ResNet-50. In terms of using computer-aided in
pathology, the trial findings were favorable. The authors of [9] created a novel deep CNN particularly
for segmenting COVID-19 infections in chest CT images. The authors were motivated by the fact that
modifying the global intensity of the features for COVID-19 infection segmentation can enhance the
border of the infected lung. Therefore they designed a feature variation block that adaptively changes
the global properties of the features.
It can be noted that the performance of the previously mentioned methods is satisfactory;
however, practically, a significant amount of background noise (such as skeleton, lines, shoulder,
etc.) is usually contained in the images of the original CXR as depicted in Fig. 1. Consequently, the
sensitivity of classifiers can be reduced significantly. Although some models have reached state-ofthe-art performance, the background features were most likely employed for feature learning. On the
other hand, although training the machine learning models with a high number of background noises
may yield better results, these noises will result in significant interference with the recognition impact,
practically.

Figure 1: Original CXR image
In this study, we proposed a novel method for classifying COVID-19 in CXR images using a
hybrid meta-heuristic between two powerful optimizers for the purposed of feature selection and the
optimization of the machine learning model. The features are extracted from a deep neural network
and use transfer learning. The proposed hybrid optimizer comprises the dipper throated and particle
swarm optimizers. In addition, we have come up with a new feature selection method that can select
the significant features automatically based on the proposed hybrid optimizer. The main contributions
of this study are as follows.
1. A novel hybrid optimizer based on the dipper throated and the particle swarm optimizers.
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2. Efficient optimization of a neural network using the proposed hybrid optimizer.
3. Accurate classification of Covid-19 cases using the proposed method.
4. Comparison with other competing optimization and feature selection methods.
The following is a short description of the rest of this paper. Section 2 presents the related research
efforts. The proposed method is discussed in Section 3. The discussion of the experimental is presented
in Section 4. Then, Section 5 contains the conclusions.
2 Related Works

Some of the most recent COVID-19 research calls for deep learning techniques. Most researchers
have been obliged to employ transfer learning due to the novelty of COVID-19 and the corresponding
lack of big data sets. The performance of latent CNN architectures employed in medical image
categorization in recent years is evaluated by authors [9]. These architectures include Inception,
Inception-ResNetv2, Xception, MobileNet v2, VGG19. Transfer learning is used by authors because
it is effective in using small medical image datasets to detect numerous anomalies [10]. They analyzed
1,442 patient X-ray data sets, comprising 714 instances of viral and bacterial pneumonia, positive
COVID-19 infection in 224 cases, and normal cases of 504 instances. The findings suggest that VGG19
and MobileNet-v2 are the most accurate among the other CNNs in terms of classification accuracy.
The network that exceeds the performance of other approaches in terms of accuracy (around 98.75%)
is VGG19. On the other hand, MobileNet-v2 outperforms the other strategies in terms of specificity
and sensitivity (around 97.09% and 99.10%, respectively).
The problem of limited COVID-19 test kits available in public hospitals was handled by the
authors in [11]. They advise using an automated detection system as a second quick diagnosis option to
stop COVID-19 from spreading and putting a strain on medical facilities. The author developed three
CNN-based models (ResNetV2, InceptionV3, and Inception-ResNetV2) that used 100 chest X-ray
images to detect patients afflicted with coronavirus pneumonia (50 COVID-19 images and 50 health
images). It can be noted that the pre-trained ResNet50 model achieves 98% accuracy when compared
to the other two suggested models because of the high-performance outcomes achieved (InceptionResNetV2 attained an accuracy of 87%, and InceptionV3 attained an accuracy of 97%).
Authors in [12] proposed a model that uses raw radiography images to automatically diagnose
COVID-19 to overcome the absence of expert doctors in distant regions and to detect COVID-19
cases reliably. The DarkNet model, which comprises 17 convolutional layers, is used as the classifier
for the real-time object detection system. At each layer’s level, the writers use various filters. This
algorithm aims to provide an accurate diagnosis for both multi-class (COVID/Pneumonia/Normal)
and two-class (COVID/Normal) classifications. The multi-classification accuracy is 87.2%, while the
binary classification accuracy is 98.8%.
The authors of [13] suggested using X-ray images to detect patients with COVID-19 infections
using an approach based on a support vector machine (SVM) and in-depth features. They employed
SVM-based classifiers instead of deep learning to classify the data. The CNN model’s fully linked
layers are used to retrieve the in-depth features. After that, they classify them using SVM. SVM is used
to categorize coronavirus-infected X-ray images. COVID-19, pneumonia, and normal X-ray images
are among the X-ray images used in the procedure. By combining the deep functionalities of 13 distinct
CNN models, the author used SVM to identify COVID-19. SVM can achieve the most satisfactory
results by utilizing ResNet50’s advanced capabilities. SVM and ResNet50 had the highest accuracy
(98.66%). In [14], the authors present COVID-Net, a CNN model, for detecting coronavirus cases from
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chest X-rays. The author employed the dataset of chest X-ray images, which only had 76 COVID-19
cases, 5526 pneumonia cases, and 8066 normal cases. The COVID-Net uses the design pattern, which
is a projection of lightweight residual. A good balance is obtained between computing effort, accuracy,
and complexity by attaining 2.26 billion MAC operations with a test accuracy of 92.4%.
More studies have identified COVID-19 using CT scans rather than chest X-ray images. The CT
imaging properties of this novel virus, for example, are different from those of existing kinds of viral
pneumonia, according to the authors of [15]. They categorize computed tomography images using
multiple CNN models, determine the likelihood of COVID-19 infection, and help in COVID-19 early
detection. They collected 618 CT scans, including 219 COVID-19 infected cases, 224 influenza A
virus pneumonia CT cases, and 175 healthy cases. They segment numerous potential image cubes
using a 3D CNN model based on the traditional ResNet-18 network topology. All image blocks are
classified by authors using a 3D image classification model. The goal of this classification model
is to figure out how plaques on lung images are related to each other. They also employ Noisy or
Bayesian methods to determine the infection (Normal, influenza viral pneumonia, or COVID-19)
and the overall confidence score of CT cases. For the three groups, the suggested model achieved a
classification accuracy of 86.7%.
Authors in [16] proposed using a deep learning system (VB Net) to automate the segmentation and
classification of COVID-19 infected regions in CT images. V-Net and bottleneck models are combined
in the “VB Net” model. VNet extracts global image features by down-sampling and convolution,
whereas the bottleneck model merges fine-grained image information through up-sampling and
convolution. The system was trained with data from 249 COVID-19 patients and then validated in
300 fresh COVID 19 patients. The author presented a technique, which attempts to create training
samples iteratively, to speed up the time-consuming process of delivering COVID-19 CT images for
training. The suggested manual loop technique cuts the drawing time to 4 min after three rounds of
the model update. In the complete 300 verification set, the Dice correspondence coefficient is utilized
to measure the deep learning model’s subdivision accuracy, which is 91.6%.
3 The Proposed Methodology

Fig. 2 presents the architecture of the proposed approach for classifying COVID-19 cases. In this
architecture, the images in the dataset are augmented to increase the number of samples and to boost
the performance of the proposed approach. In addition, a set of preprocessing steps is applied to the
augmented dataset, including image segmentation and resizing the resulting image to fit the input to
the feature extraction module. In addition, the feature extraction process is performed using transfer
learning to extract the features of the input image based on three deep learning feature extractors,
namely, VGG16, ResNet50, and InceptionV3. On the other hand, we propose a new optimization
algorithm for feature selection and for optimizing the parameters of the adopted classifier. The
proposed algorithm is a hybrid of two powerful optimization algorithms, namely, dipper throated
optimizer (DTO) and particle swarm optimizer (PSO). The proposed algorithm is referred to as
DTPSO in this text. The binary version of this algorithm is used in selecting the significant features
from the extracted features, and the continuous version of the optimizer is used to train the neural
network (NN) classifier. In this section, the main steps in the proposed architecture are presented and
discussed.
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed approach
3.1 Dataset

The employed dataset of this work is collected by various researchers from Qatar University,
Doha, Qatar, and the University of Dhaka, Bangladesh, along with a team of doctors. The dataset
comprises chest X-ray images of covid19 positive patients, along with normal cases. The total number
of images is 2850. Out of which 1468 images are positive COVID-19 cases, and 1382 are normal cases.
To boost the performance of the proposed model, this dataset is augmented by randomly applying
various transformation operations. The size of the dataset after augmentation is 8550 images. Fig. 3
shows sample images from the dataset for normal and COVID-19 cases.

Figure 3: Sample CXR images in the dataset (a) Normal image (b) Covid19 Image
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3.2 Augmentation

To train deep learning models, an extensive database is needed, and this is a problem with the
medical image datasets. To cope with this problem, data augmentation is employed to expand the size
of the X-ray image datasets used during training. There are several benefits to data augmentation,
including solving overfitting issues and increasing the DCNN model’s scalability. Rotating each
detected patch with angles (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°), then flipping these four images from left to right
to obtain eight images for each patch, as illustrated in Fig. 4, was used in this study.

Figure 4: Visualizing the effects of data augmentation on CXR images
3.3 Lung Segmentation Algorithm

An important step in pre-processing CXR images for better classification is the segmentation step.
The segmentation algorithm presented in [17] is used to extract lung parts from CXR images in both
COVID-19 and normal cases. The applied algorithm is based on a data imputation encoder and a Unet segmentation network. In this algorithm, the variational encoder is used four 1-D convolutional
layers to transform 2-D features. Fig. 5 shows the results of the segmentation algorithm.
3.4 Feature Extraction

The segmented lung images are input into three types of deep networks trained and evaluated using
transfer learning to generate a collection of deep characteristics. VGG16, ResNet-50, and InceptionV3
are the deep networks in question. The target features are taken from the model’s final pooling layer
that produces the most significant results. The extracted feature set, on the other hand, may comprise
characteristics that, owing to their strong correlation, may have a detrimental impact on classification
performance. These features are unnecessary in this scenario and should be disregarded. The feature
selection technique is used to maintain just the most relevant features that have a substantial impact
on the classification results to eliminate these redundant features. The VGG16 deep network model
performed best for the dataset set used in this study, and as a result, this model is used for feature
extraction.
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Figure 5: The result of the segmentation of CXR images
3.5 Dipper Throated Optimization Algorithm

The Dipper Throated bird, renowned for its bobbing or dipping motions while perched, belongs
to the Cinclidsae family of birds. The ability of a bird to dive, swim, and hunt beneath the surface
sets it apart from other passerines. It can fly straight and rapidly with no stops or glides because of its
small flexible wings. The Dipper Throated bird has a distinct hunting style, quick bowing motions and
a white breast. It rushes headlong into the water to get its prey, regardless of how turbulent or fastflowing it is. As it descends and picks up pebbles and stones, aquatic invertebrates, aquatic insects, and
tiny fish perish. The great white shark uses its hands to move on the ocean floor. By bending your body
at an angle and traveling down the bottom of the water with your head lowered, you might be able to
locate prey. It can also dive into the water and submerge itself, using its wings to propel itself through
the water and stay submerged for an extended period. The Dipper-Throated Optimization (DTO)
method assumes that a flock of birds is swimming and looking for food. The following matrices can
represent the location (P) and velocities (V) of the birds. As previously indicated, the binary DTO is
used to choose features. The continuous DTO, on the other hand, is used to improve the parameters
of the classification neural network.
⎤
⎡
P1,1 P1,2 P1,3 . . . P1,d
⎢ P2,1 P2,2 P2,3 . . . P2,d ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
P
P
P
.
.
.
P
(1)
P=⎢
3,1
3,2
3,3
3,d
⎥
⎢
⎣... ... ... ... ...⎦
Pm,1 Pm,2 Pm,3 . . . Pm,d
⎡
⎤
V1,1 V1,2 V1,3 . . . V1,d
⎢ V2,1 V2,2 V2,3 . . . V2,d ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎥
V =⎢
(2)
⎢ V3,1 V3,2 V3,3 . . . V3,d ⎥
⎣ ... ... ... ... ... ⎦
Vm,1 Vm,2 Vm,3 . . . Vm,d
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where the ith bird in the j th dimension is denoted by Pi,j for i ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , m and j ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , d. The
bird’s velocity in the j th dimension for i ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , m and j ∈ 1, 2, 3, . . . , d is referred to as Vi,j . There
is a uniform distribution of the beginning positions of Pi,j . For each bird, the values of the fitness
functions f = f1 , f2 , f3 , . . . , fn are determined using the array below.
⎡ 
⎤
f1 P1,1 , P1,2 , P1,3 , . . . , P1,d
⎢ 
⎥
⎢ f2 P2,1 , P2,2 , P2,3 , . . . , P2,d ⎥
⎢ 
⎥
⎢
⎥
(3)
f = ⎢ f3 P3,1 , P3,2 , P3,3 , . . . , P3,d ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
...
⎣ 
⎦
fm Pm,1 , Pm,2 , Pm,3 , . . . , Pm,d
where each bird’s quest for food is reflected in its fitness score, the mother bird is the superior value.
Sorting is done by ascending the values. Pbest has been proclaimed the first-best solution. Normal
birds Pnd are meant to be used as follower birds. PGbest has been named the world’s best solution. The
optimizer’s first DTO technique for updating the swimming bird’s location is based on the following
equations that update the position and velocity of the individuals in the population:
Pbest (i) − K1 . |K2 .Pbest (i) − P (i)| if R < 0.5
P (i) + V (i + 1)
otherwise

(4)

V (i + 1) = K3 V (i) + K4 r1 (Pbest (i) − P (i)) + K5 r2 (PGbest − P (i))

(5)

P (i + 1) =

where i is the iteration number in which P (i) is the average bird position, and Pbest (i) is the position
of the best bird, and V (i + 1) is the bird’s velocity at iteration i + 1. The K1 , K2 , and K3 are weight
values and, K4 , and K5 are constants. The r1 and r2 are random values in the range [0, 1]. The steps of
the DTO algorithm are shown in the flowchart presented in Fig. 6 [18].
3.6 Particle Swarm Optimization

In particle swarm optimization (PSO), possible solutions, termed particles, are flown in the search
space for problems, mimicking the intelligence of bird swarms in nature. The velocity of a particle
is the rate at which it changes location. The particles’ positions alter throughout time. A particle’s
velocity is stochastically accelerated to its prior best location throughout the flight. To update it to
a neighborhood best solution, the following equations are utilized. The location vector x (i) and the
velocity vector y (i) constitute a particle i.
x (i + 1) = x (i) + v (i + 1)

(6)

y (i + 1) = y (i) + C1 g1 (Pbest (i) + x (i)) + C2 g2 (gbest − x (i))

(7)

where g1 and g2 are random variables with values in the range [0, 1], and C1 and C2 are constants. The
steps of the PSO algorithm are shown in Fig. 6 [19].
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Figure 6: The process of two optimization algorithms; (a) DTO algorithm, (b) PSO algorithm
3.7 The Proposed Hybrid DTPSO

Finding global optima is a difficult target to find. For the suggested method, two efficient methods
are described. The PSO is the first algorithm in which individuals are moved based on their local and
global optimal placements. The position of the best global individual refers to the best position found
by the whole population, whereas the local best position refers to an individual’s best position thus far.
Individuals in PSO can converge on their global goals thanks to this social behavior. Nature’s flock
of birds and fish school has an impact on their behavior. We chose PSO for our proposed hybrid
optimizer due to its simplicity, dependability, and strength. In the proposed hybrid approach, the
second optimizer is DTO, a swarm-based meta-heuristic optimizer that mimics the social hierarchy
and foraging behavior of dipper throated birds. The position and velocity of the bird agents affect how
individuals travel in the DTO. In the proposed hybrid optimizer, the optimization process starts with a
group of random individuals. Candidate solutions to the problem being solved have been suppressed
by such individuals. For the initial solution and at each iteration, the fitness function is computed
for all individuals. As previously mentioned, two groups represent the population, the first of which
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follows the PSO method and the second of which follows the DTO process. Consequently, the search
space is thoroughly examined for potential spots, then exploited utilizing the strong DTO and PSO
algorithms. The steps of the proposed DTPSO algorithm pseudo-code are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7: The proposed hybrid DTPSO algorithm
3.8 DTPSO for Feature Selection

Because the search space is confined to two binary values, 0 and 1, the difficulty with feature
selection is unique. As a result, we employed sigmoid function to convert the standard optimizer’
output so that it performs effectively for this task. In this section, we show how we used the proposed
hybrid DTPSO to transform traditional optimizers output. We start with an initial random vector
population to select features, then calculate the fitness function. Neural network (NN) has been used
for training instances, and we explain how we used the DTPSO hybrid to features that are at the pick.
3.8.1 Binary DTPSO Optimizer

The continuous output of the proposed hybrid DTPSO is converted to binary using the following
equations:
0 if Sigmoid (XBest ) < 0.5
1 otherwise
Sigmoid (XBest ) = −10 X1 −0.5
(
)

X (t+1) =

1+e

(t+1)

(8)

Best

is the updated binary position at iteration t and XBest is the best position retrieved by the
where X
DTPSO hybrid optimizer. The Sigmond’s function is to scale the optimizer’s continuous values from
0 to 1. The criteria are then used to determine whether the dimension’s value will be 0 or 1.
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3.8.2 Fitness Function

The quality of each hybrid DTPSO solution is assessed using a fitness function. The classification
error rate and the number of specified characteristics influence the fitness function. If the solution
picked a subset of characteristics that resulted in a reduced classification error rate and a lower number
of selected features, it is regarded excellent. The following equation is used to determine the quality of
each solution:
|s|
(9)
Fitness = h1 E (D) + h2
|f |
where E (D) represents the error rate of the classification for each dimension. The selected features
have a length denoted by |s|. The total number of features is referred to as |f |. The factors h1 and h2 are
in the range of [0, 1], where h1 = 1 − h2 . These factors are used to manage the number of the selected
feature and the importance of the error rate of the classification result.
4 Experimental Results

The conducted experiments are presented and discussed in this section. The first step after
preprocessing the dataset is to segment the regions of interest to be considered for further processing.
The results are then fed to the feature extraction and feature selection to select the most significant
features for further processing and classification.
4.1 Configuration Parameters

The employed dataset is split into three parts of equal sizes whose contents are selected randomly
from the dataset; these parts are referred to as training, test, and validation sets. During the learning
phase, the NN classifier is adopted to be trained using the proposed DTPSO algorithm for classifying
the CXR images. The configuration parameters of the proposed algorithm are listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Configuration parameters of the proposed hybrid DTPSO algorithm
Parameter

value

No. repetitions of runs
No of iterations
No of search agents
Search domain
Problem dimension
PSO inertia factor
Fitness parameter h1
Fitness parameter h2

20
80
10
[0, 1]
Number of features
0.1
0.99
0.01

4.2 Evaluation Criteria

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, several experiments were conducted to
assess its performance. The results of conducted experiments are assessed using the evaluation criteria
presented in Tab. 2.
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Table 2: Evaluation metrics
Metrics
=

Average error
Best fitness

=

Worst fitness

=

Average fitness size

=

Mean

=

STD (Standard deviation)

=

Accuracy

=

Recal

=

Specificity

=

Precision

=

F1-score

=

Equation
1 M 1
M j=1 N
i
MinM
i=1 g∗

N

mse(Ci , Li )
i=1

i
MaxM
i=1 g∗

1 M
size g∗i
M i=1
1 M i
g
M i=1 ∗
1
(g∗i −Mean)2
M −1
(TN + TP)
(TN + TP + FN + FP)
TP
(TP + FN)
TN
(TP + FP)
TP
(TP + FP)
(Recall ∗ Precision)
2∗
(Recall + Precision)

4.3 Results and Discussion

A set of seven feature selectors (namely, binary grey wolf optimizer (bGWO) [20], bGWO-PSO
[21], bPSO [19], binary whale optimization algorithm (bWOA) [22], binary satin bowerbird optimizer
(bSBO) [23], binary Firefly Algorithm (bFA) [24], and binary genetic algorithm (bGA) [25,26]) were
applied to the same dataset to demonstrate the superiority of the suggested method, and the results
were recorded. Tab. 3 shows the results of six assessment criteria based on the best features picked
using the proposed algorithm (bDTPSO) and the other seven techniques, as well as the results of
the different seven approaches. The suggested approach, as indicated in the table, may produce the
lowest values among the reported results. Based on these findings, the proposed method determined
superiority fitness for the COVID-19 problem’s feature selection task.

Table 3: Evaluation metrics of the results achieved by the feature selection algorithms
Average error
bDTPSO
0.9053
bGWO
0.9225
bGWO_PSO 0.9618

Avg select size

Avg fitness

Best fitness Worst fitness STD

0.8581
1.0581
1.1914

0.9685
0.9847
0.9931

0.8703
0.9051
0.9465

0.9688
0.9719
1.0565

0.7908
0.7955
0.8137
(Continued)
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bPSO
bWOA
bSBO
bFA
bGA
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Average error

Table 3: Continued
Avg select size
Avg fitness

Best fitness Worst fitness STD

0.9563
0.9561
0.9646
0.9547
0.9361

1.0581
1.2215
1.2284
1.0926
1.0005

0.9634
0.9551
0.9659
0.9537
0.8994

0.9831
0.9909
1.0228
1.0351
0.9961

1.0311
1.0311
1.0456
1.0513
1.0145

0.7949
0.7971
0.8558
0.8317
0.7971

On the other hand, the proposed DTPSO algorithm is used to optimize the parameters of NN
with the target of boosting the classification accuracy of COVID-19 cases. The results achieved by
the proposed approach and other approaches based on optimizing NN using different optimizers are
presented in Tab. 4. As shown in the table, it can be noted that the proposed approach could achieve
the best accuracy (0.998824912) when compared to the other approaches. The results of the other
evaluation criteria emphasize this finding.
Table 4: Evaluation metrics of the results achieved by the optimized algorithms

Accuracy
Sensitivity (TRP)
Specificity (TNP)
P value (PPV)
N value (NPV)
F1-score

DTPSO + NN

WOA + NN

GWO + NN

GA + NN

PSO + NN

0.998824912
0.998751561
0.998890122
0.998751561
0.998890122
0.998751561

0.970564837
0.961538462
0.996884735
0.998890122
0.898876404
0.979858465

0.97668557
0.963488844
0.998336106
0.998948475
0.943396226
0.980898296

0.986964618
0.975609756
0.998735777
0.998751561
0.975308642
0.987045034

0.979060555
0.964391691
0.998677249
0.99897541
0.95448799
0.981378963

The p-values between the proposed DTPSO algorithm and the other competing algorithms are
calculated using the statistical difference between every two algorithms to show that the suggested
approach is significantly different. Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test is used to do this analysis. The null and
alternative hypotheses are the two primary hypotheses in this test. μDTPSO + NN = μWOA + NN,
μDTPSO + NN = μGWO + NN, μDTPSO + NN = μGA + NN, μDTPSO + NN = μPSO + NN for
the null hypothesis represented by H0. The algorithms’ means are not comparable under the alternative
hypothesis, H1. Tab. 5 shows the results of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The p-values between the
proposed algorithm and the other algorithms are less than 0.05, as shown in the table, proving the
superiority and statistical significance of the suggested DTPSO + NN technique.

Table 5: Wilcoxon signed-rank test

Number of values
Actual median
Theoretical median

DTPSO + NN

WOA + NN

GWO + NN

GA + NN

PSO + NN

19
0.999
0

19
0.971
0

19
0.976
0

19
0.989
0

19
0.981
0
(Continued)
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DTPSO + NN
Wilcoxon signed
rank test
Sum of negative
ranks
Sum of positive
ranks
Sum of signed ranks
(W)
P value (two tailed)
P-value summary
Exact or estimate?
Discrepancy
Significant
(alpha = 0.05)?

Table 5: Continued
WOA + NN
GWO + NN

GA + NN

PSO + NN

0

0

0

0

0

190

190

190

190

190

190

190

190

190

190

<0.0001
∗∗∗∗
Exact
0.999
Yes

<0.0001
∗∗∗∗
Exact
0.971
Yes

<0.0001
∗∗∗∗
Exact
0.976
Yes

<0.0001
∗∗∗∗
Exact
0.989
Yes

<0.0001
∗∗∗∗
Exact
0.981
Yes

The statistical difference between the suggested DTPSO and the competing algorithm, on the
other hand, is investigated. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test is used to carry out
this analysis. The null and alternative hypotheses are the two primary hypotheses in this test.
The mean values of the algorithm are made equal for the null hypothesis designated by H0 (i.e.,
DTPSO + NN = WOA + NN = GWO + NN = GA + NN = PSO + NN). The algorithms’ means are
not comparable under the alternative hypothesis, H1. Tab. 6 contains the findings of the ANOVA test.
When the suggested algorithm is compared to other optimization approaches, the predicted efficacy
is validated, as shown in the Tab. 7 also includes a statistical analysis of the outcomes.
Table 6: ANOVA test results
SS
Residual (within columns)
Treatment (between columns)
Total

DF

0.00226 90
0.009131 4
0.01139 94

MS

F (DFn, DFd)

P value

2.51E-05
0.002283

F (4, 90) = 90.91

P < 0.0001

Table 7: Statistical analysis of the achieved results

Number of values
Mean
Minimum
Maximum

DTPSO + NN

WOA + NN

GWO + NN

GA + NN

PSO + NN

19
0.9988
0.997
0.999

19
0.9702
0.9551
0.981

19
0.9765
0.956
0.986

19
0.9864
0.969
0.989

19
0.9792
0.9641
0.981
(Continued)
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Range
25% percentile
Median
75% percentile
Std. error of mean
Std. deviation
Coefficient of variation

Table 7: Continued
DTPSO + NN WOA + NN GWO + NN

GA + NN

PSO + NN

0.0259
0.971
0.971
0.971
0.001367
0.005961
0.6144%

0.02
0.989
0.989
0.989
0.001289
0.00562
0.5697%

0.0169
0.981
0.981
0.981
0.001015
0.004426
0.4520%

0.002
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.000115
0.0005015
0.05020%

0.03
0.976
0.976
0.976
0.001425
0.006213
0.6362%

A visual representation of the achieved results using the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 8.
The first two plots represent the residual and QQ plots. As shown in these plots, the residual error falls
in the range of −0.02 and 0.01, which reflects the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In addition,
the QQ plot shows that the predicted results match the actual values, which emphasizes the superiority
of the proposed approach.

Figure 8: Visual representation of the achieved results using the proposed approach
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid DTPSO optimizer utilized in conjunction with the NN
classifier to choose the best subset of features for the COVID-19 classification problem. We employed
DTO in the hybrid optimizer to enhance and accomplish greater quest space exploration for longer
iterations, achieving a balance between exploitation and exporting. The proposed approach is used
to promote population diversity and maximize production efficiency, while the PSO method is used
to explore for a more significant number of iterations. A COVID-19 dataset is used to compute the
consistency of the proposed optimizer and guarantee that the suggested solution is dependable and
stable, allowing the quality and efficacy of the proposed solution to be evaluated. The proposed
approach could improve COVID-19 diagnosis by a substantial amount. We created a deep transfer
learning system that analyzes chest X-ray images from patients with COVID-19 and patients who do
not have COVID-19 to diagnose the sickness automatically. With the provided classification model,
COVID-19 may be identified with higher than 99.88% accuracy. We intend to test the suggested
approach on increasingly complicated datasets to see how it performs in the future. Also available
will be a parallel form of the DTPSO model.
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